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SPEECH BY THE PREMIER, DOM DUN'STAN, FOR THE OPENING OF 
WRITERS1 WEEK, ADELAIDE FESTIVAL OF ARTS 9 1976 
Mr, Dutton, Your Excellency, Writers, Ladies and Gentlemen., 
And should I say, Absent Friends? 
I am very pleased - indeed, honoured - to have been asked 
formally to open Writers Week 197 6. 
Certainly, the programme suggests that it is going to be the 
best Writers Week yet. 
Further, now that some of the highly decorated international 
icing has melted, we can see the cake. And it is neither stale 
nor rude in its making. 
And so may I, on behalf of the Government and the Writers' Week 
organisers, take this opportunity to welcome to South Australia 
writers from interstate and overseas? Thank you for coming. 
May you enjoy Writers' Week, the Festival, and this State's 
hospitality. 
I notice that the Writers' Week programme ends with a session 
called "Do Writers Matter?" And since on occasions like this 
I am generally expected to say something more than simply 
"I declare this week/event/building/factory etc. open, well and 
truly laid or whatever", and since, further, I am not a writer 
but a politician, I think it is appropriate to talk briefly 
to this point. 
Of course writers matter. Surely, the more appropriate quest-
ions are "Do writers matter enough?" or "Do writers matter too 
much?" 
Certainly, as things stand at the moment, the writers of some 
newspapers matter quite a lot. Some might say too much. 
Journalism's capacity for the steamy verb, the inflammatory 
adjective and the explosive beat-up are well known to readers 
of tabloid newspapers - and with one group of papers, the 
style has gone broadsheet. 
But in the house of writing there are more mansions than that 
inhabited by journalism, as important to our society as it is. 
And those others also matter. The notion that writing as a 
profession is diminished because there are now systems of 
information storage and retrieval that do not depend on books, 
and that a very considerable amount of teaching and enter-
tainment is visual, is nonsense. Scripts have still to be 
written. Language still has to be used to refine ideas and Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
2. 
fix emotions. Eloquence and clarity remain, in discourse, 
prime qualities. 
But, of course, script-writing for visual media is not the end 
of the matter. The written word determines the cast of pur 
civilisation. Bentham, Machiav^lli, Locke, Burke, Marx, 
Paine and Hitler are all writers who, in a variety of 
important ways, still matter. And one could go on, into this 
century and the contentious judgments that doing so would 
entail ~ contentious because, while most people would hold 
that writers matter ,, they would not always agree as to which 
writers mattered. 
But all of us can Rapidly run through a private catalogue of 
writers who this century have altered our way of seeing the 
world, or changed our notions of art, or expressed a commitment 
to liberty that moved us with its candour. The fact that 
writers this century have always been among the first people to 
be locked up or killed by revolutions of both Right and Left 
is a measure of how much they matter. 
It is most unlikely that Australia will ever be a great 
military or economic power. For this we should be thankful. 
Greatness should be made of finer stuff. And it has always 
therefore seemed to me that the greatness we should aim for 
is an intellectual and creative one; one which provides, 
for the great body of people and for the Australasian region, 
the highest standards of life, learning, liberty and 
creative effort. I believe that such an aim is consistent 
with a far more intense democratic process than we have 
achieved so far in industrial societies. To achieve such 
feocial and creative qualities in this country - and to 
achieve all that in human terms is implied by them would 
be to do the race an immense service. 
'Writers and their standards of candour are essential to such 
social development as5 on another level, they are essential 
to our knowledge - of where and how we live - now. To 
encourage the development of a regional literature in South 
Australia, and as part of the State Government's expanding 
programme of support for the arts and literature, a $3,0C0 
Biennial Literary Prize was established in 197M- for a work 
of regional history or biography. The judges have duly sat 
and deliberated9 and it is now my pleasure to be able to 
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3. 
announce the results. I think the best way to do this is 
to read the judges' report in total: 
The judges' report reads -
The competition attracted 71 entries. They included 
biographies, autobiographies and personal reminiscences; 
the stories of a number of well known public institutions; and 
the histories of towns, families, great homes, wineries, 
Aboriginal tribes, a mining enterprise, an hotel, a steamship 
company, and a famous railway line. 
Many entries had already been published as books. There is 
no doubt in the minds of the judges that a number of the 
manuscript entries are also suitable for publication, though 
some may first require editing or rewriting. 
The stated terms of the competition limited it to works of 
South Australian regional history or biography. Some instit-
utional histories were judged not to comply with these 
requirements; so were some entries whose main concerns were 
with people or places outside South Australia. Among the 
eligible entries, some were submitted by enthusiasts who had 
a good story to tell, but lacked the literary capacity to tell 
it well enough. These however were a minority; one of the 
pleasing features of the competition was the number of entries 
it attracted from men and women with genuine capacities for 
historical research and writing. The number and variety of 
entries created a strong impression of the rich historical 
resources of South Australia, and of the value of a 
competition which can stir people to study and document 
these resources. 
The judges recommend that the prize be divided between two 
books. Of equal excellence, they nevertheless differ 
greatly in subject and style, and seem likely to appeal 
primarily to different readerships. 
Michael Williams' study of the making of the South Australian 
landscape, whilst in part a technical study in historical 
geography, is a most important contribution to the history 
of South Australia, and will be essential reading for future 
historians of the State and its regions and localities. 
It will also be of great interest to people concerned with 
conservation and the environment, and to many lovers of the 
natural and man-made countryside. 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
Derek Whitelock's history of Adelaide will...appeal to a wide 
and varied reader ship......Xt provides us with a most''readable. 
and stimulating survey of the history of a very distinctive 
city. Whitelock is concerned to describe and explain the 
qualities which seem to distinguish the traditions > the 
achievements and the very.atmosphere of an urban culture, for 
which, he feels great sympathy, although his enthusiasm is 
always informed, critical.and discriminating. 
...Signed.: Stewart Cockburn, D.R. Hainsworth, 
. .. Hugh Stretton . .. 
Congratulations Mr. Williams and Dr. Whitelock. 
That is not the end of the good news. The Biennial Liter-
ature Prize'is given by the Arts Development Branch of my 
Department on the advice of the South Australian Arts Grants 
Advisory Committee. The Committee at its most recent meeting 
having to hand the report from the judges recommending two 
winners, decided that two prizes of $3,000 be given instead 
of a somewhat parsimonious $1,500 each. So congratulations 
once again on the largess. 
For the 10th Festival of Arts and the 2nd Biennial Literature 
Prize, I have accepted the Committee's further recommendation 
that there be a continuation of two $3,000 prizes; one for a 
work of non-fiction relating to the past, present or future 
of South Australia; and one not specifically related to 
this Statej but for a work of imaginative literature, the 
fine details of which will be determined over the next few 
months. 
And so, with those words, and no more, I have great pleasure 
in - since we are in a winery - launching Writers' Week 1976. 
Thank you. 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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Mr. Dutton, Your Excellency, Writers, Ladies and Gentlemen, 
And should I say, Absent Friends? 
I am very pleased - indeed, honoured - to have been asked 
formally to open Writers Week 197 6. 
Certainly, the programme suggests that it is going to be the 
best Writers Week yet. 
Further, now that some of the highly decorated international 
icing has melted, we can see the cake. And it is neither stale 
nor rude in its making. 
And so may I, on behalf of the Government and the Writers' Week 
organisers, take this opportunity to welcome to South Australia 
writers from interstate and overseas? Thank you for coming. 
May you enjoy Writers' Week, the Festival, and this State's 
hospitality. 
I notice that the Writers' Week programme ends with a session 
called "Do Writers Matter?" And since on occasions like this 
I am generally expected to say something more than simply 
"I declare this week/event/building/factory etc. open, well and 
truly laid or whatever", and since, further, I am not a writer 
but a politician, I think it is appropriate to talk briefly 
to this point. 
Of course writers matter. Surely, the more appropriate quest-
ions are "Do writers matter enough?" or "Do writers matter too 
much?'' 
Certainly, as things stand at the moment, the writers of some 
newspapers matter quite a lot. Some might say too much. 
Journalism's capacity for the steamy verb, the inflammatory 
adjective and the explosive beat-up are well known to readers 
of tabloid newspapers - and with one group of papers, the 
style has gone broadsheet. 
But in the house of writing there are more mansions than that 
inhabited by journalism, as important to our society as it is. 
And those others also matter. The notion that writing as a 
profession is diminished because there are now systems of 
information storage and retrieval that do not depend on books, 
and that a very considerable amount of teaching and enter-
tainment is visual, is nonsense. Scripts have still to be 
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fix emotions. Eloquence and clarity remain, in discourse, 
prime qualities. 
But, of course, script-writing for visual media is not the end 
of the matter. The written word determines the cast of our 
civilisation. Bentham, Machiavelli, Locke, Burke, Marx, 
Paine and Hitler are all writers who, in a variety of 
important ways, still matter. And one could go on, into this 
century and the contentious judgments that doing so would 
entail - contentious because, while most people would hold 
that writers matter, they would not always agree as to which 
writers mattered. 
But all of us can rapidly run through a private catalogue of 
writers who this century have altered our way of seeing the 
world, or changed our notions of art, or expressed a commitment 
to liberty that moved us with its candour. The fact that 
writers this century have always been among the first people to 
be locked up or killed by revolutions of both Right and Left 
is a measure of how much they matter. 
It is most unlikely that Australia will ever be a great 
military or economic power. For this we should be thankful. 
Greatness should be made of finer stuff. And it has always 
therefore seemed to me that the greatness we should aim for 
is an intellectual and creative one; one which provides, 
for the great body of people and for the Australasian region, 
the highest standards of life, learning, liberty and 
creative effort. I believe that such an aim is consistent 
with a far more intense democratic process than we have 
achieved so far in industrial societies. To achieve such 
social and creative qualities in this country - and to 
achieve all that in human terms is implied by them - would 
be to do the race an immense service. 
Writers and their standards of candour are essential to such 
social development as, on another level, they are essential 
to our knowledge - of where and how we live - now. To 
encourage the development of a regional literature in South 
Australia, and as part of the State Government's expanding 
programme of support for the arts and literature, a $3,000 
Biennial Literary Prize was established in 1974 for a work 
of regional history or biography. The judges have duly sat 
and deliberated, and it is now my pleasure to be able to Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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announce the results. I think the best way to do this is 
to read the judges' report in total: 
The judges' report reads -
The competition attracted 71 entries. They included 
biographies, autobiographies and personal reminiscences-, 
the stories of a number of well known public institutions; and 
the histories of towns, families, great homes, wineries, 
Aboriginal tribes, a mining enterprise, an hotel, a steamship 
company, and a famous railway line. 
Many entries had already been published as books. There is 
no doubt in the minds of the judges that a number of the 
manuscript entries are also suitable for publication, though 
some may first require editing or rewriting. 
The stated terms of the competition limited it to works of 
South Australian regional history or biography. Some instit-
utional histories were judged not to comply with these 
requirements; so were some entries whose main concerns were 
with people or places outside South Australia. Among the 
eligible entries, some were submitted by enthusiasts who had 
a good story to tell, but lacked the literary capacity to tell 
it well enough. These however were a minority; one of the 
pleasing features of the competition was the number of entries 
it attracted from men and women with genuine capacities for 
historical research and writing. The number and variety of 
entries created a strong impression of the rich historical 
resources of South Australia, and of the value of a 
competition which can stir people to study and document 
these resources. 
The judges recommend that the prize be divided between two 
books. Of equal excellence, they nevertheless differ 
greatly in subject and style, and seem likely to appeal 
primarily to different readerships. 
Michael Williams', study of the making of the South Australian 
landscape, whilst in part a technical study in historical 
geography, is a most important contribution to "the history 
of South Australia, and will be essential reading for future 
historians of the State and its regions and localities. 
It will also be of great interest to people concerned with 
conservation and the environment, and to many lovers of the 
natural and man-made countryside. 
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Derek Whitelock's history of Adelaide will .appeal to a wide 
and varied readership... - It provides us .with, a most "readable, 
and stimulating survey of the history of a very distinctive 
city. Whitelock is concerned to describe and explain the 
qualities which seem to distinguish the traditions, the 
achievements and the very. atmosphere of. an urban culture, for 
which,he- feels great sympathy, although his enthusiasm is 
always informed, critical.and discriminating. 
.. Signed: Stewart Cockburn, D.R. Hainsworth, 
. . Hugh Stretton ... 
Congratulations Mr. Williams and Dr. Whitelock. 
That is not the end.of the good news. The Biennial Liter-
ature Prize"is given by the Arts Development Branch of my 
Department on the advice of the South Australian Arts Grants 
Advisory Committee. The Committee at its most recent meeting 
having to hand the report from the judges recommending two 
winners, decided that two prizes of $3,000 be given instead 
of a somewhat parsimonious $1,500 each. So congratulations 
once again on the largess. 
For the 10th Festival of Arts and the 2nd Biennial Literature 
Prize, I have accepted the Committee's further recommendation 
that there be a continuation of two $3,0 00 prizes; one for a 
work of non-fiction relating to the past, present or future 
of South Australia; and one not specifically related to 
this State, but for a work of imaginative literature, the 
fine details of which will be determined over the next few 
months. 
And so, with those words, and no more, I have great pleasure 
in - since we are in a winery - launching Writers' Week 1976. 
Thank you. 
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